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GRANIT CLIMBING STAGE
VAL DI MELLO o

          Climbing granite is completely different than climbing limestone. The first 
time will feel as though you are a complete beginner but climbing this vertical 
wall is tremendously satisfying! 

Spending three days among Valle dell’Orco’s sinuous cracks or Val d
slabby walls, we are going to improve our skills on this terrain. Starting with one 
pitch route to practice the climbing technique, we will then pass onto multipitch 
traditional routes. 

PROGRAM: 

Day 1°: meeting in the morning and transfer to the climbing crag in the valley: climbing 
tecnique, rope manoovers, climbing methods on granite and use of traditional gear;
Day 2°: belay stations, abseiling, different kind of anchors;
Day 3°: multipitch route with use of traditional gear for protection;
 
Program could be changed cause organization problem or meteorological conditions
 
INFO: 
MARCO KULOT  |  UIAGM/IFMGA Mountain Guide
Tel. + 39 347 232 1481  |  Email: marco.kulot@liberamentemontagne.it
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RANIT CLIMBING STAGE
VAL DI MELLO or VALLE DELL’ORCO

Climbing granite is completely different than climbing limestone. The first 
time will feel as though you are a complete beginner but climbing this vertical 

Spending three days among Valle dell’Orco’s sinuous cracks or Val di Mello’s 
slabby walls, we are going to improve our skills on this terrain. Starting with one 
pitch route to practice the climbing technique, we will then pass onto multipitch 

meeting in the morning and transfer to the climbing crag in the valley: climbing 
tecnique, rope manoovers, climbing methods on granite and use of traditional gear; 

belay stations, abseiling, different kind of anchors; 
use of traditional gear for protection; 

Program could be changed cause organization problem or meteorological conditions. 

Mountain Guide 
marco.kulot@liberamentemontagne.it 

          

RANIT CLIMBING STAGE 
VALLE DELL’ORCO 

SCHEDULE 

Activity: rock climbing 
-------------------------------------------- 
Difficulty: intermediate 
-------------------------------------------- 
Period: May - October 
-------------------------------------------- 
Price: € 490,00 per person 
(with 2 participants) 
-------------------------------------------- 
What to bring with you: 

- high mountain clothes 
- protective sunglasses 
- sun cream 
- harness 
- helmet 
- climbing shoes 
- backpack (30-40l) 
-------------------------------------------- 
Fee includes: 

- UIAGM/IFMGA Mountain 
Guide service 
- use of common gear 
(ropes, carabiners, etc.) 
-------------------------------------------- 
Fee doesn’t include: 

- personal gear rental 
(available on request) 
€ 5,00 per piece per day 
- transfers, lifts, meals and 
overnights 
- guide’s expenses 
- anything not specified in 
the "fee includes" 
 


